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Abstract

Dimensional analysis and the finite element method are applied in this paper to study spherical indentation of super-
elastic shape memory alloys. The scaling relationships derived from dimensional analysis bridge the indentation response
and the mechanical properties of a superelastic shape memory alloy. Several key variables of a superelastic indentation
curve are revealed and examined. We prove that the bifurcation force in a superelastic indentation curve only relies on
the forward transformation stress and the elastic properties of the initial austenite; and the return force in a superelastic
indentation curve only relies on the reverse transformation stress and the elastic properties of the initial austenite. Further-
more, the dimensionless functions to determine the bifurcation force and the return force are proved to be identical. These
results not only enhance our understanding of spherical indentation of superelastic shape memory alloys, but also provide
the theoretical basis for developing a practicable method to calibrate the mechanical properties of a superelastic material
from the spherical indentation test.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Shape memory alloys (SMAs), represented by NiTi, are well known for their extraordinary shape memory
and superelastic properties. These properties are due to the intrinsic thermoelastic martensitic transformation
under thermal or mechanical loading conditions at different temperatures. At a relatively low temperature and
under an external force, the initial parent phase (austenite) can transform into a martensite phase accompa-
nied by macroscopic deformation. Upon unloading to zero, the material remains in a martensite state with
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residual strain. Then, when the material is heated to a certain temperature, the martensite can transform back
to the initial austenite phase with the material returning to its initial shape. This is the shape memory effect.
For the same material, when loaded at a higher temperature, the transformed martensite due to loading can
transform back to austenite during unloading while recovering a large amount of the prior deformation. This
extraordinary recoverable deformation behavior is called superelasticity or pseudoelasticity.

Both the shape memory effect and superelastic deformation have been exploited to design SMA-based func-
tional and smart structures. One of the most successful application fields is biomedical engineering with the
famous example of NiTi vascular stents to reinforce blood vessels by applying either shape memory behavior
or superelastic mechanisms. Recently, SMA thin films have been recognized as a promising and high perfor-
mance material in the field of micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS). Since SMA thin films are much eas-
ier to heat or cool than bulk samples, the response time can be reduced substantially and therefore the speed of
operation could be increased significantly. The main advantages of NiTi thin film include high power density,
large displacement and actuation force, low operation voltage, etc., and it is considered as a core technology
for actuation of some MEMS devices and in extreme environments, such as radioactive, space, biological and
corrosive conditions (Fu et al., 2004).

The reversible phase transformation in SMA not only demonstrates the shape memory effect and super-
elastic behavior but also signals extraordinary mechanical properties. In recent years, the superior wear-
resistance of superelastic NiTi SMA has attracted much attention. For examples, Richman et al. (1995) dis-
covered that NiTi alloys are much more resistant to cavitation erosion than even the best stainless steels. Jin
and Wang (1988) revealed that the sliding wear-resistance of NiTi is better than that of nitrided
38CrMoA1A alloy steel. Qian et al. (2004) reported an anomalous relationship between hardness and wear
properties of a superelastic NiTi alloy. This high wear-resistant property is also related to the reversible
transformation in this material (Yan, 2006) and is believed to have many exciting applications in tribolog-
ical engineering (Li, 2000).

With the growing application of superelastic NiTi SMA in small dimensions such as MEMS and surface
engineering, micro-indentation and nano-indentation techniques play an important role in probing the
mechanical properties of SMA. For example, Gall et al. (2001) studied the instrumented Vikers micro-inden-
tation of single crystal NiTi SMA. Ni et al. (2003) reported their indentation experimental results of a NiTi
alloy. The dynamic indentation response of NiTi films sputtered on oxidized silicon substrates was examined
by Ma and Komvopoulos (2004). The superior wear-resistance of NiTi SMA and the background of its appli-
cation in MEMS and surface engineering stimulated the present research to theoretically and numerically
investigate the indentation behavior of superelastic NiTi. We choose a spherical indenter to avoid plastic
deformation so as to concentrate on the relationship between the indentation response and the elastic and
phase transformation properties of the material. In our investigation, dimensional analysis is first applied
to establish the scaling relationships for spherical indentation. The finite element simulations are then carried
out to obtain numerical results of the established scaling relationships.

2. Superelastic constitutive model

The superelastic behavior of an SMA can be illustrated by a stress–strain curve under a uniaxial loading–
unloading cycle. A typical experimental superelastic curve from a tensile test is shown in Fig. 1(a). The tensile
strain due to elastic deformation and transformation can recover completely after the removal of tensile stress
for a superelastic SMA. In our theoretical and numerical study, an idealized mathematic model is used to
describe this superelastic behavior as depicted in Fig. 1(b). Experimental studies have indicated that there exist
a certain asymmetry between tension and compression for superelasticity. We do not distinguish this difference
in this paper for simplicity, which implies that the material under uniaxial compression is assumed to obey the
idealized model as well. Considering that the material under an indenter is mainly in compression, not partly
in tension and partly in compression, such an assumption will not affect the results significantly. The martens-
ite transformed from austenite under indentation force may experience reorientation during further loading.
Since the strain due to reorientation is relatively small as compared with the forward transformation strain, we
do not explicitly distinguish the reorientation strain from the total recoverable transformation strain in our
model.
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Fig. 1(b). Illustration of an idealized perfectly superelastic model under uniaxial tension and the definitions of the material parameters.

Fig. 1(a). A typical superelastic stress–strain curve from a uniaxial tensile test of NiTi SMA.
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Referring to Fig. 1(b), the forward transformation and reverse transformation processes are simplified as
perfect, that is, the forward transformation stress rf and the reverse transformation stress rr remain constant
during the forward and reverse transformations, respectively. In our mathematic model, the material param-
eters to define the superelastic behavior of an SMA are listed below:

rf forward transformation stress from austenite to martensite
rr reverse transformation stress from martensite to austenite
etr maximum transformation strain in uniaxial tension or maximum magnitude of the transformation

strain tensor, i.e., etr ¼ 2
3 etr

ije
tr
ij

� �0:5
. In the case of uniaxial tension and neglecting transformation vol-

ume strain ðetr
ij ¼ 0Þ, we have etr ¼ etr

11.

Ea elastic modulus of the austenite
Em elastic modulus of the martensite
ma elastic Poisson’s ratio of the austenite
mm elastic Poisson’s ratio of the martensite

Except the Poisson’s ratios, which reflect the coupling elastic deformation in the directions perpendicular to
the loading direction, all these parameters are illustrated in the one-dimensional stress–strain curve in Fig. 1(b)
and their values can be determined from an experimental tensile test. The transformation volume strain is
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Fig. 1(c). Illustration of an idealized linear hardening superelastic model under uniaxial tension.
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normally much smaller than the transformation shear strain components. For example, the transformation
volume strain equals �0.37% for CuAlNi SMA according to the calculation of Fang et al. (1998). The volume
strain for NiTi SMA is about �0.39% according to the measurement by Holtz et al. (1999). Therefore, the
transformation volume strain is neglected in our analysis. Since this is a perfect transformation model, there
is no hardening during the transformation process. Practically, a certain transformation hardening can be
observed in some SMAs. If we consider transformation hardening, at least two more material properties
should be introduced. In the simplest linear hardening case, we can introduce the starting and ending stresses,
rs

f and re
f , for the forward transformation, and rs

r and re
r for the reverse transformation, see Fig. 1(c). In our

later numerical calculations, we use the perfect transformation model, but the main results from the theoretical
analysis are also valid for transformation hardening materials as discussed in the next section.

The model in Fig. 1(b) or 1(c) is one-dimensional. In our theoretical study of spherical indentation on a
superelastic alloy such as polycrystalline NiTi, a three-dimensional superelastic transformation model is
required. Research on the constitutive model for transformation behavior in SMA has been conducted for
decades. Numerous mathematical models can be found in literatures, such as, Liang and Rogers (1990), Brin-
son and Lammering (1993), Sun and Hwang (1993) and Yan et al. (1998). To avoid the complexity of tracking
the detailed evolution of the material microstructure during phase transformations, a phenomenological
model developed by Auricchio and Taylor (1997) and Auricchio et al. (1997) is adopted in the present inves-
tigation. This phenomenological model can describe the macroscopic superelastic and shape memory defor-
mation behaviors of an SMA due to microstructural phase transformation or reorientation. It is well
verified and implemented in the finite element package ABAQUS (2004). In our present indentation modeling
and simulation, any size-dependent effects are assumed to be insignificant. It is worthwhile to mention that
size-dependent effects such as the strain gradient effect might appear in a nano-indentation test. To simulate
the size effect, more complicated models should be adopted.

3. Indentation test with a spherical indenter tip

In the present investigation of the indentation test, we consider a spherical indenter tip. The spherical
indenter has also been popularly applied to study other materials, see Alcala et al. (1998) and Zarudi et al.
(2003). The reason to choose a spherical indenter tip is to avoid plastic deformation under a low indentation
force. We can then focus our investigation on the indentation curve due to pure superelastic deformation, and
reveal the relationships between superelastic indentation curve and the transformation behaviors of a super-
elastic SMA. The coupling behavior between transformation deformation and plastic deformation is quite
complicated and is out of the scope of this paper. Some experimental observations and simple theoretical
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modeling can be found respectively in McKelvey and Ritchie (2001) and Yan et al. (2003). Spherical indenter
tips are commercially available. A typical superelastic indentation curve by a spherical indenter from our
experimental test is shown in Fig. 2. In this indentation test, the maximum indentation force is just over
10000 lN and the corresponding indentation depth is about 120 nm. As we can see, the indentation curve
demonstrates superelasticity with a hysteresis loop similar to that in a uniaxial tension. This means that the
material transformed to martensite in the loading process can transform completely back to its original aus-
tenite state.

The indenter tip is normally made of diamond. Since the Young’s modulus of a diamond is much larger
than that of SMAs, we assume that the diamond is rigid in our theoretical analysis. Generally, the elasticity
of the diamond can still be considered by introducing an equivalent Young’s modulus for the specimen which
combines the real Young’s moduli of the specimen and the indenter while still assuming the indenter is rigid,
see Johnson (1985). An enlarged view of indentation into a superelastic SMA is illustrated in Fig. 3. As the
indentation depth and the size of the indentation area are much smaller than the size of the SMA specimen,
the specimen is treated as a semi-infinite body. Due to the deformation of the material, the indenter displace-
ment, that is, the indentation depth h, is different from the local vertical surface displacement of the specimen,
hc, along which contact is made. If h is smaller than hc, then ‘‘pile-up’’ of the surface profiles occurs, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. On the contrary, if h is larger than hc, then this phenomenon is called ‘‘sink-in’’. The degree of
‘‘sink-in’’ or ‘‘pile-up’’ depends on the plastic yield stress and the level of the strain-hardening for ordinary
elastic–plastic materials, see Giannakopoulos and Suresh (1999). Recent indentation tests by Huang et al.
Fig. 2. A typical experimental superelastic indentation curve from a micro-indentation test of a superelastic NiTi with tip radius
R = 50 lm.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a spherical indentation test of a superelastic SMA.
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Fig. 4. Axisymmetric finite element model to simulate the indentation test with a rigid spherical indenter: (a) the entire finite element mesh
and boundary conditions; (b) the fine mesh near the intender tip.
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(2005) found that ‘‘pile-up’’ appears at a high temperature and ‘‘sink-in’’ appears at a low temperature in NiTi
due to the influence of temperature on the transition. Here, we only consider that the indentations are carried
out at a given temperature. The variable ac in Fig. 3 represents the radius of the contact area.

A recent study by Bucaille et al. (2003) found that friction has no significant influence on the indentation for
elastic–plastic materials if the included angle is equal to or higher than 60�. Here we are considering a spherical
indenter with an included angle of 90�. Therefore, a frictionless assumption is made between the indenter and
the specimen in our simulations. The finite element numerical method is utilized to simulate the indentation. In
our numerical study, the axisymmetric condition is applied. Fig. 4 illustrates the finite element model. The size
of the entire model is much larger than the radius of the indentation tip and the size of the transformation
zone. The bottom of the model is therefore constrained in both the radial and axial directions. As demon-
strated in Fig. 4b, a very fine mesh with the shortest element side of 0.1 lm is employed in the transformation
zone beneath the indenter tip to ensure the accuracy of the numerical results. The model contains a total of
2940 four-noded axisymmetric elements. Testing results for elastic contact are verified by comparison with the
Hertz contact theory.

4. Indentation analysis and numerical results

Dimensional analysis has been successfully applied to study the indentation on ordinary materials. For
conical indenters, the established scaling relationships from dimensional analysis show that the indentation
force is proportional to the square of the indenter displacement and that the hardness under load is inde-
pendent of indenter displacement (Cheng and Cheng, 1998). Tunvisut et al. (2001) utilized dimensional anal-
ysis and the finite element method to determine the mechanical properties of thin coatings from micro-
indentation tests. Dimensional analysis was also applied by Dao et al. (2001) to establish forward and
reverse analysis algorithms for studying instrumented sharp indentation. In the following subsections, we
will show that dimensional analysis is still a powerful tool for the spherical indentation of superelastic SMA.
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4.1. Indentation curve

Generally, the indentation force F during loading process depends on the superelastic properties of the
material quantified by the parameters rf, rr, Ea, Em, etr, ma, mm as well as the indentation depth h and the inden-
ter radius R, i.e.,
F ¼ Zðrf ; rr;Ea;Em; ma; mm; e
tr; h;RÞ: ð1aÞ
During the initial stage of indentation and before the start of forward transformation, the material is in an
elastic state. In the elastic contact regime, we generally have
F ¼ ZeðEa; ma; h;RÞ: ð1bÞ

Within the limits of small deformation, the Hertz contact theory can be applied to describe this purely elas-

tic contact problem. Referring to Johnson (1985), the elastic indentation force is therefore determined by
F ¼ 4

3
E�aR1=2h3=2; ð2Þ
where E�a ¼ Ea

1�m2
a
. As we expect, the transformation properties of the material, including the transformation

stresses rf and rr, the maximum magnitude of the transformation strain etr in this stage and the elastic con-
stants of the martensite Em and mm, make no contribution to the elastic indentation force. For a sharp inden-
ter, such as conical and pyramidal indenters, the indentation force is proportional to the square of the
indentation depth, F / h2. Due to the introduction of another geometrical dimension, the radius of the
spherical indenter tip, this conclusion does not hold any more for a spherical indenter.

With the increase of the indentation depth or the indentation force, the magnitude of the stress increases in
the specimen. Once the equivalent stress at a point inside the specimen reaches the forward transformation
stress, the material at that point will start to transform to martensite (Auricchio and Taylor, 1997). The mar-
tensite volume fraction will increase at that point until it reaches unity. Meanwhile, the martensite zone will
extend. During the entire loading process, that is, the monotonic increase in the indentation depth with load-
ing, we can reasonably assume that the magnitude of strains at any material point in the specimen will increase
monotonically and gradually. The reverse transformation and elastic unloading will not occur anywhere in the
specimen during a loading process, that is, the reverse transformation makes no contribution to the indenta-
tion loading force. Therefore, the functional relationship to determine the indentation loading force in this
stage can be simplified as,
F ¼ Z 0 rf ;Ea;Em; e
tr; ma; mm; h;Rð Þ: ð3Þ
According to Buckingham P theorem for dimensional analysis, we choose Ea and R as the primary quan-
tities in our problem with two fundamental dimensions, length and force. The dimensionless scaling relation-
ship for the indentation loading force is
F

R2Ea

¼ P1

rf

Ea

;
Em

Ea

; etr; ma; mm;
h
R

� �
: ð4aÞ
At the end of the loading process, when the indentation depth reaches the maximum value hm, the correspond-
ing maximum indentation force Fm can be expressed as
F m

R2Ea

¼ P2

rf

Ea

;
Em

Ea

; etr; ma; mm;
hm

R

� �
: ð4bÞ
Finite element simulations were carried out to study the derived dimensionless function (4b). In all of the fol-
lowing numerical simulations, the values of ma and mm were fixed at 0.3, which is reasonable for SMAs, and the
default value for hm/R is 0.02. Some of the numerical results of the above dimensionless function are shown in
Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) indicates that the normalized maximum indentation force Fm/(R2Ea) decreases with the in-
crease in the maximum magnitude of the transformation strain etr, especially when etr is less than 5%. The
influence of etr on Fm/(R2Ea) vanishes if etr reaches about 6%. This is due to the fact that the transformation
strain in the part of the transformed material can no longer increase under the given indentation depth
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hm = 0.02R. It is expected that the influencing range of etr on Fm/(R2Ea) will be extended if we increase the
indentation depth, hm/R. Fig. 5(a) also indicates that the maximum indentation force Fm/(R2Ea) increases with
the Young’s modulus of the martensite Em/Ea for the given value of etr. Fig. 5(b) shows the relationship be-
tween normalized maximum indentation force Fm/(R2Ea) and the normalized forward transformation stress
rf/Ea for etr = 4%. As we expect, the maximum indentation force increases with the forward transformation
stress.

During the unloading stage, the material starts to transform back from martensite to austenite once the
stress reaches the reverse transformation stress rr. Therefore, the reverse transformation stress rr now affects
the indentation unloading response F. Additionally, the unloading begins after the indenter reaches the max-
imum displacement hm. The indentation unloading force is also a function of the maximum indentation depth.
The dimensionless function for the indentation unloading force can be derived as
Fig. 5(
rf/Ea.
F

R2Ea

¼ P3

rf

Ea

;
rr

Ea

;
Em

Ea

; etr; ma; mm;
hm

R
;

h
R

� �
: ð5Þ
The initial unloading slope is of extraordinary interest for ordinary materials. It is simply related to the
Young’s modulus and the contact area in indentations of elastic–plastic materials, see Oliver and Pharr
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(1992) and Cheng and Cheng (1997). In the current superelastic indentation, the dimensionless function for the
unloading slope at the onset of unloading is
Fig. 6(
strain
1

REa

dF
dh

����
h¼hm

¼ P4

rf

Ea

;
rr

Ea

;
Em

Ea

; etr; ma; mm;
hm

R

� �
: ð6aÞ
Our numerical results indicate that the reverse transformation stress rr does not affect the initial unloading
slope. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the normalized unloading slope does not change with different values of the nor-
malized reverse transformation stress in all three cases with different values of Em/Ea. This conclusion is due to
the fact that physically the reverse transformation process has not yet started at the onset of unloading because
of the hysteresis as shown in Fig. 1 (except rr = rf). Therefore, Eq. (6a) can be further simplified as
1

REa

dF
dh

����
h¼hm

¼ P04
rf

Ea

;
Em

Ea

; etr; ma; mm;
hm

R

� �
: ð6bÞ
The relationship between the normalized initial unloading slope 1
REa

dF
dh

��
h¼hm

and the maximum magnitude of the
transformation strain tensor etr for a indicates given rf/Ea = 0.012 is shown in Fig. 6(b). It indicates that

1
REa

dF
dh

��
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rf/Ea on the normalized initial unloading slope 1
REa

dF
dh

��
h¼hm

. In all the cases in Fig. 6(c), etr = 4%. As we can see,
the initial unloading slope increases with the forward transformation stress until rf/Ea reaches 0.016. All the
numerical results in Figs. 6(a)–6(c) indicate that the normalized unloading slope increases with the normalized
martensite’s Young’s modulus except one case in Fig. 6(c). This exception might be caused by numerical error.

4.2. Bifurcation force and return force

4.2.1. Bifurcation force and its determination

The pure elastic loading curve at the beginning of the loading process is determined by Eq. (2). Once the
material in the specimen starts to transform to martensite, the indentation loading curve will begin to deviate
from the elastic loading curve as demonstrated in Fig. 7(a), where both the elastic indentation curve and super-
elastic indentation curve with the same indenter tip are depicted. The elastic curve is obtained from Eq. (2) and
the superelastic curve is from a finite element simulation with the same elastic properties for the austenite. A
bifurcating point can be defined as the point at which the superelastic indentation loading curve starts to devi-
ate from the elastic indentation curve, see Fig. 7(b). The force corresponding to the bifurcating point is called
bifurcation force Fb, as illustrated in Fig. 7(b). The bifurcation point corresponds to the onset of plasticity for
ordinary elastic–plastic materials. Some experimental investigations on the onset of plasticity under nano-
indentation were carried out recently, e.g., Carcia-Manyes et al. (2005).

Because this bifurcating point signals the start of forward transformation in the material, it is an important
characteristic point in a superelastic indentation curve. The bifurcation force, Fb, should not rely on the prop-
erties of the product phase, that is, the elastic Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of martenite. Furthermore,
it does not depend on the hardening behavior shown in Fig. 1(c) of the forward transformation process, nor
the maximum magnitude of the transformation strain etr. In a certain sense, the quantity Fb is similar to the
initial transformation stress rf in Fig. 1. However, the bifurcation force is the response of the indenting struc-
ture, which should also rely on the property of the austenite and the geometry of the indenter. Generally, we
have the following relationship:
F b ¼ Y ðrf ;Ea; ma; hb;RÞ: ð7Þ

The corresponding dimensionless function is
F b

R2Ea

¼ P5

rf

Ea

;
hb

R
; ma

� �
: ð8Þ
Considering the fact that the bifurcating point is also on the elastic indentation curve, the bifurcation force Fb

should also satisfy the following elastic indentation scaling function



Fig. 7(a). Comparison between a pure elastic indentation curve and a superelastic indentation curve with the same elastic constants for the
austenite.
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F b

R2Ea

¼ Pe
5

hb

R
; ma

� �
; ð9Þ
which can be derived from Eq. (1b). From Eqs. (8) and (9), we can establish a scaling relationship so that the
dimensionless variable Fb/(R2Ea) only relies on rf/Ea and ma as
F b

R2Ea

¼ P05
rf

Ea

; ma

� �
: ð10aÞ
It is worth mentioning that the bifurcation force does not depend on the indentation depth according to Eq.
(10a). Generally, the dimensionless function Eq. (10a) can be easily determined numerically from finite ele-
ment simulations. Within the limits of small deformation, the above relationship can be analytically obtained
by applying Hertz contact theory. According to Johnson (1985), we have
F b

R2Ea

¼ 17:92
rf

Ea

� �3

ð10bÞ
Fig. 7(b). Definition of the bifurcation force Fb and the return force Fr.
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2Ea).)
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for ma = 0.3 as shown in Fig. 8. Obviously, the value of Fb/(R2Ea) increases with rf/Ea, which means that a
higher forward transformation stress will result in a higher bifurcation force, or vice versa. This simple rela-
tionship can be used to calibrate the forward transformation stress of the superelastic SMA from a measured
superelastic indentation curve. It should be noted that practically it would be difficult to detect the bifurcating
point from an indentation curve. This problem could be solved by checking the indentation slope curve. A
detailed procedure on how to calibrate superelastic material properties from spherical indentation tests is dis-
cussed elsewhere (Yan et al., 2006).

4.2.2. Return force and its determination

During the unloading process, the martensite phase will become unstable and transform back to the origi-
nal austenite phase before the load reduces to zero. After the completion of the reverse transformation, the
unloading curve will eventually return to the pure elastic loading–unloading curve, as shown in Fig. 7. The
returning point, defined as the first point where the unloading curve re-enters the elastic curve, indicates
the completion of the reverse transformation process in the material. The indentation force corresponding
to the returning point is named as the return force Fr, see Fig. 7(b). The return force Fr is another important
quantity in a superelastic indentation curve. In Appendix A, we prove that the return force Fr does not depend
on rf, Em, ma, etr and transformation hardening behaviors. In other words, the return force does not depend on
the transformation history. It only relies on the reverse transformation stress, rr, and the elastic constants of
the austenite, Ea and ma. Mathematically, we have
F r

R2Ea

¼ P6
rr

Ea

; ma

� �
: ð11Þ
To sum up the above analyses, we have two important conclusions:

(1) The bifurcation force, Fb, only depends on the forward transformation stress rf, the elastic constants of
the austenite Ea and ma and the radius of the indenter R. The functional relationship is given by Eq. (10)
and it is shown in Fig. 8 in the case of ma = 0.3 with small deformation.

(2) The return force Fr only depends on the reverse transformation stress rr, the elastic constants of the aus-
tenite Ea and ma and the radius of the indenter R, given by Eq. (11).

Now, let us consider two superelastic materials with the same elastic constants Ea and ma for the austenite,
but different transformation stresses. The forward transformation stress of material (2) is equal to the reverse
transformation stress of material (1),



Material (1) unloading 

F 

Material (2) loading 

Elastic curve 

h 

)( )1()2(
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Fig. 9. Schematics of the coincidence of the returning point of material one with the bifurcating point of material two.
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rð2Þf ¼ rð1Þr ¼ r: ð12Þ
Because both materials have the same austenite, the elastic parts of their indention curves should be identical
for both materials. Following the loading curve of the second material starting from the elastic stage, as illus-
trated in Fig. 9, once the maximum equivalent stress the in material reaches the forward transformation stress
rð2Þf , the indentation curve starts to deviate from the elastic curve. At this critical bifurcating point the stress
field in the material is still an elastic one. The corresponding bifurcation force is F ð2Þb . On the other hand, we
follow the unloading curve of material (1). At the returning point, upon the completing of the reverse trans-
formation, the stress field in material (1) can also be treated as an elastic one with the maximum equivalent
stress equal to rð1Þr . Referring to Eq. (12), both elastic fields have the same magnitude of a maximum equivalent
stress. According to the uniqueness theorem of the solution for an elastic stable problem (Sokolnikoff, 1983),
the elastic field in material (1) can also be considered as the one obtained by applying the loading force from
zero to F ð1Þr . In the current elastic contact problem, the magnitude of the external indentation loading force
that leads to a given maximum equivalent stress in the material can be uniquely determined. Therefore, we
have
F ð2Þb ¼ F ð1Þr : ð13Þ
According to Eqs. (10a), (11) and (13), we obtain the following relationship
P05
r
Ea

; ma

� �
¼ P6

r
Ea

; ma

� �
: ð14Þ
Since the value of r in the above equation is arbitrary, it can be concluded that the dimensionless function P05
to determine the bifurcation force is identical to the dimensionless function P6 to determine the return force.
Within the limits of small deformation, similar to Eq. (10b), we have the following analytical solution
F r

R2Ea

¼ 17:92
rr

Ea

� �3

ð15Þ
for ma = 0.3 as shown in Fig. 8.
Generally, the simple relationship of Eq. (11) can be applied to calibrate the reverse transformation stress

from a measured indentation unloading curve after the return force is determined. This is discussed in detail
elsewhere (Yan et al., 2006).

4.3. Hardness analysis

To measure the hardness of materials has long been a major purpose of indentation tests with different
indenter tips (Tabor, 1996). The hardness H is normally defined as the mean pressure the material will support
under a load (Oliver and Pharr, 1992),
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Fig. 10. Relationship between the ratio of the hardness to the forward transformation stress H/rf and the normalized forward
transformation stress rf/Ea with fixed etr of 4%.
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H ¼ F m

Ac

; ð16Þ
where Fm is the maximum indentation force, which can be determined by Eq. (4b). Ac is the projected area of
contact under the maximum indentation force Fm. As illustrated in Fig. 3, Ac is equal to pa2

c for the current
spherical indenter.

Based on its definition of Eq. (16), similar to the previous analysis for the peak indentation force Fm, the
hardness H does not depend on the reverse transformation process, that is, it has nothing to do with reverse
transformation stress rr. The dimensionless function to determine the hardness H is expressed as
H
Ea

¼ P8

rf

Ea

;
Em

Ea

; etr; ma; mm;
hm

R

� �
: ð17Þ
Previous research reveals that the hardness measured from a conical indenter is independent of the maximum
indentation depth hm, see Cheng and Cheng (1999). The above relationship clearly indicates that such a con-
clusion is not suitable for a spherical indenter. That is, the hardness measured from a spherical indenter will
depend on the indentation depth.

The ratio of hardness to the plastic yield strength is an interesting variable for ordinary metals and it is
around 3.0, see Tabor (1996) and Johnson (1985). Here for superelastic materials, the functional relationship
of the ratio H/rf can be expressed as
H
rf

¼ Ea

rf

P8

rf

Ea

;
Em

Ea

; etr; ma; mm;
hm

R

� �
: ð18Þ
The numerical results for this ratio versus rf/Ea are shown in Fig. 10, where etr = 4% and hm/R = 0.02. Fig. 10
reveals that the ratio H/rf decreases with the increase of the normalized forward transformation stress rf/Ea.
In the reasonable range of 0.004 6 rf/Ea 6 0.016, H/rf varies from about 5.1 to 2.1. Therefore, unlike the case
of plasticity, the spherical hardness due to phase transformation cannot be used as a material constant to give
a measure of the forward transformation stress. Fig. 10 also indicates that the Young’s modulus of martensite
can also affect the ratio slightly.

5. Conclusions

Dimensional analysis and the finite element approach are employed to study the spherical indentation of
superelastic SMA. Several universal scaling functions to describe a superelastic indentation curve are estab-
lished. Our results revealed several important relationships between indentation responses and material prop-
erties. The major conclusions from the present investigation are as follows:
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(1) The maximum indentation force does not rely on the reverse transformation stress.
(2) The initial unloading slope does not rely on the reverse transformation stress.
(3) The bifurcation force, which indicates the start of forward transformation in a superelastic indentation

curve, only depends on the forward transformation stress, the elastic properties of the austenite and the
indenter geometry.

(4) The return force, which indicates the finish of the reverse transformation in a superelastic indentation
curve, only relies on the reverse transformation stress, the elastic properties of the austenite and the
indenter geometry.

(5) The dimensionless scaling function to determine the bifurcation force is identical to the dimensionless
scaling function to determine the return force.

(6) Generally, the universal scaling function for the bifurcation force and the return force can be numerically
determined. In the case of small deformation, this function can be determined analytically from elastic
solutions.
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Appendix A

Without plastic deformation and within the frame of small deformation, the total strain inside an indented
superelastic SMA generally consists of two parts, the elastic strain and the transformation strain, i.e.,
eij ¼ ee
ij þ etr

ij : ðA:1Þ
The stress field can be determined by the elastic strain through Hooke’s law, i.e.,
rij ¼ Eijkle
e
kl; ðA:2Þ
where Eijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor.
Now, consider the unloading indentation curve. When the returning point is indefinitely approached during

unloading, see Fig. 7(b), the transformation strain at any material point should be zero or infinitely approach-
ing zero in our current problem without any singular points, i.e., etr

ij ! 0, or eij � ee
ij. That is, the deformation

field at this moment can be treated as an elastic deformation field. Based on the reverse transformation con-
dition, the maximum equivalent stress in the field should be equal to the reverse transformation stress rr. For a
reverse transformation hardening material, this value will be the reverse transformation ending stress re

r , see
Fig. 1(c). Therefore, at the returning point, we have an elastic field with the maximum equivalent stress equal-
ing to rr.

On the other hand, let us consider an elastic loading problem. We increase the indentation force elas-
tically from zero to Fr. According to the uniqueness theorem of the solution for an elastic stable problem
with the same geometry, elastic properties of material and boundary conditions, the solution to the elastic
problem is unique for a given load. In the current case, it indicates that the solution to the elastic field
from the elastic loading to the returning point should be the same as the one we obtained from reverse
transformation unloading to the returning point. Following the elastic loading path, we can conclude that
the value of the return force Fr, which corresponds to an elastic field with the maximum equivalent stress
of rr, does not depend on the forward and reverse transformation history, i.e., Fr does not depend on the
maximum indentation depth hm, the forward transformation stress rf, the maximum magnitude of the
transformation strain, the Young’s modulus of the martensite Em, and its Poisson’s ratio mm. It only
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depends on the indenter radius R, the elastic constants of the austenite Ea and ma, and the reverse
transformation stress rr, or the reverse transformation ending stress for a reverse re

r transformation
hardening material. Mathematically, we have
F r

R2Ea

¼ P6

rr

Ea

; ma

� �
: ðA:3Þ
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